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Abstract: The floor area ratio is a comprehensive index that plays an important role in urban planning
and sustainable development. Remote sensing data are widely used in floor area ratio calculations
because they can produce both two-dimensional planar and three-dimensional stereo information
on buildings. However, remote sensing is not adequate for calculating the number of floors in a
building. In this paper, a simple and practical pixel-level model is established through defining a
quantitative relationship among the floor area ratio, building density, and average number of floors
(ANF). The floor area ratios are calculated by combining remote sensing data with publicly available
Internet data. It incorporates supplemental map data and street-level views from Internet maps to
confirm building types and the number of floors, thereby enabling more-accurate floor area ratio
calculations. The proposed method is tested in the Tiantongyuan neighborhood, Changping District,
Beijing, and the results show that it can accurately approximate the number of floors in buildings.
Inaccuracies in the value of the floor area ratio were found to be primarily due to the uncertainties
in building density calculations. After performing systematic error correction, the building density
(BD) and floor area ratio were each calculated with the relative accuracy exceeding 90%. Moreover,
the experiments verified that the fusion of internet map data with remote sensing data has innate
advantages for floor area ratio calculations.

Keywords: floor area ratio; internet map; remote sensing; street-level view

1. Introduction

The floor area ratio is the ratio of the floor area of a building to the total area of the construction
lot. It is a comprehensive index that reflects the amount of built floor space therein and the distribution
of land value. The floor area ratio first became an important index in 1957 when it was used as part
of the United States land management system. From that point onward, it has been studied and
applied in various ways around the world [1,2]. Existing studies have considered that the floor area
ratio could be the second-best policy for discussing issues such as population density, heat island
intensity or geology–environmental capacity in a specific area [3–5]. Therefore, as an important
indicator in planning, the floor area ratio has been widely used in urban management and sustainable
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development by government and planners [6,7]. Practical use of the floor area ratio depends on its
calculation accuracy. The methods used to calculate the floor area ratio have developed in accordance
with advancements in technology. Early methods depended on field surveying to obtain the number
of floors and construction area data, or collecting the population density, gross domestic product,
environmental capacity, and other factors [2]. However, as Dai [8] contended, none of the above
methods is practical because of high costs or inaccuracies. Furthermore, traditional methods for
extraction of the building footprint mostly require manual calculation [9–11], which is time-consuming
and not suitable for large-scale building footprint extraction.

Remote sensing technology is a highly efficient and convenient method for obtaining spatial data.
It has thus been used in floor area ratio investigations. Based on the remote sensing data, the footprint
and the height of a building can be extracted directly, and then the building floor area can be calculated.
This approach, based on image segmentation and classification, is a common method of building footprint
extraction [12,13]. However, the complexity of buildings and backgrounds has caused this method
to be not highly accurate, especially for obtaining the precise contours of the shape of a building [14].
Recent studies [15,16] have proposed a building footprint extraction method based on an object approach.
A detection accuracy of 83.8% [17] and 90.5% [18] can be achieved for building objects. However,
the extracted building footprints may not be in good agreement with the actual building edges.

Three methods based on the use of remotely sensed data have been used to extract the height
of buildings. One method extracts the building height from the length of its shadow in a single
image [19,20]. However, in many cases the shadows of buildings and trees may overlap with each
other, making it difficult to distinguish and extract the shadow of the building. Another approach
to obtaining building heights is the stereo pair method, which relies on classic photogrammetry
techniques. It is a more direct and accurate method than the shadow approach [11,21]. Garouani [22]
used aerial stereo image pairs with a ground sampling distance of 10 cm to extract the height of the
building. The error of the automatic results proved to be ±22 cm. Light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
technology is a new method to extract the height information of buildings that measures reflections of
emitted lasers to directly obtain building height data and acquire more-accurate results than that from
stereo imaging. Application results indicate an accuracy of over 90% [23–25]. However, the application
of LiDAR technology often required expensive airborne LiDAR surveys compared with using satellite
imagery or unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) images [26].

Although remotely sensed images have been applied to extract the footprint and height of buildings,
most existing methods based on remote sensing data divide the extraction of building footprints and
building height into two independent processes, making the process of floor area ratio calculation
relatively complex and difficult to automate [27,28]. Furthermore, some other limitations still remain in
the calculation of the floor area ratio. For example, the footprint and height of a building from remote
sensing data would be the most effective data for floor area ratio calculations, if there were a uniform
floor height within all kinds of buildings and all buildings had no additional decorative structures [20].
However, decorative structures on rooftops or semi-basements are common. Similarly, buildings with
different functions often have different floor heights, and the use of different floor heights in calculations
results in different floor area ratios. Therefore, interference of decorative structures and floor heights of
different types of buildings might affect the accuracy of floor area ratio calculation while using remote
sensing data. Compared with the remote sensing data from vertical observations, some additional data
sources from horizontal observations should be better for determining decorative structures and building
floor heights and can finally be used in the process of calculating the floor area ratio.

Large amount of street maps are available online. They provide an immense amount of data
on the locations, sizes, and uses of innumerable buildings [29,30]. Street-view data from internet
maps include 360◦ views of the surroundings compiled from photographs obtained at the street level.
These images include detailed information on building profiles that can be used for determining
decorative structures or building types. Therefore, it is important to utilize the data from these maps
as complimentary limitations in the remote sensing data used to calculate floor area ratios.
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This study attempts to propose a new executable process for calculating floor area ratios.
This proposed method modifies the calculation theory to simplify the process of floor area ratios,
with pixels used as the smallest unit of a building. It also combines remote sensing with internet map
data easily to improve the accuracy of floor area ratio calculation.

2. Test Area and Data

The Tiantongyuan neighborhood of Changping District, Beijing, was used as the test area for
this study. This neighborhood is Beijing’s largest, most rapidly developing, and densely populated
community. In addition, it has the highest density of buildings of any neighborhood in Beijing.
Major development in Tiantongyuan occurred between 1999 and 2010. Its area is approximately
490,000 m2. Its buildings are predominantly residential; however, it also has schools, administration
offices, businesses, factories, and so on.

A stereo pair of the area was obtained by the Leica Airborne Digital Sensors 40 (ADS40) in
10 May 2009 with a spatial resolution of 0.5 m. It included blue–green–red and near-infrared bands.
After orthorectification, a digital orthophoto map (DOM) was created. A digital surface model (DSM) was
generated by dense image matching based on the ENVI software package. Digital terrain models (DTM)
were created using a multidirectional slope-dependent (MSD) filtering method [31]. The accuracies of DSM
and DTM were validated using 40 collected points (x, y, z) in the field survey. The DOM resolution was
0.5 m (Figure 1a). The absolute positioning accuracy and relative elevation accuracy was approximately
1 m. The digital surface model (DSM) included 3D information about the land surface and the objects on
it (Figure 1c). The digital terrain model (DTM) was a filtered DSM that retained 3D information on the
land surface but excluded all buildings, vegetation, and so on from the land surface (Figure 1d).

A vector map including neighborhood borders, roads, public parks, place names, building
use information, and so on was obtained from Tencent Maps (http:/map.qq.com) (Figure 1e).
The supplemental information for calculating the floor area ratio, such as neighborhood boundaries
and building usage, was obtained by analyzing the map data. Tencent Maps provided 360◦ street-level
views of the area (Figure 1f) along with information on the number of floors in the buildings. Most of
the street scenes in the experimentation area were recorded in March 2012.

To evaluate the calculations in this study, the floor area ratio survey data for the study area
were obtained from the Beijing Changping District Urban Planning Commission. The Planning
Commission’s survey data, such as vector representations of buildings, building types, building
floor heights, and construction dates (Figure 1b), were collected between July 2009 and January 2010.
The Planning Commission’s building maps were manually created using remote sensing images,
topographical maps, planning maps, and other resources.
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Figure 1. Experimental data used in this study. (a) The digital orthophoto map (DOM) with the
subdivision range, (b) the number of floors of the survey data with the subdivision range, (c) the digital
surface model (DSM), (d) the digital terrain model (DTM), (e) 2D vector map, (f) street-level view.

3. Methods

3.1. Built New Calculation Theory

The floor area ratio is the ratio of the total floor area of a region to its build-up area. It is important
to note that the built-up area (BA) includes all land designated as a construction area, not just the
building footprints. In a construction plot, assume there are n pixels of land inside the building
footprints, and m pixels of land outside the footprints. Additionally assume that one pixel is the
smallest unit of area to be considered, and this one pixel area is defined as Sp. The number of building
floors corresponding to the ith pixel is defined as Ni. Accordingly, Equations (1) to (6) are obtained.

The built-up area (BA) of a region is the product of the number of pixels and the area per pixel.
That is,

BA = (n + m) × Sp (1)

The building density (BD) of a region is the ratio of the area occupied by the buildings to the
build-up area (BA). That is,

BD =
n× Sp

(n + m) × Sp
(2)

The floor area (FA) of a region is the sum of the areas of all floors of all buildings in the region. It is
calculated by multiplying the number of floors in each building by the footprint of a given building,
then summing all the buildings in the region. In this study, FA is the number of floors corresponding
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to the ith building pixel (Ni) times the area of one pixel (Sp), summed across all (n) building pixels in
the region. Therefore,

FA = (N1 × Sp + N2 × Sp + . . .+ Nn × Sp) = Sp ×

n∑
i=1

Ni (3)

The average number of floors in the region (ANF) is

ANF =
1
n

n∑
i=1

Ni (4)

According to the floor area ratio definition, one thus has

FAR =
FA
BA

=

Sp ×
n∑

i=1
Ni

(n + m) × Sp
=

n× Sp ×
n∑

i=1
Ni

n× (n + m) × Sp
=

n× Sp

(n + m) × Sp
×

n∑
i=1

Ni

n
(5)

Equations (2) and (4) are substituted into Equation (5) to obtain:

FAR = BD×ANF (6)

Equation (6) establishes the relationship between three parameters: the floor area ratio, building
density, and average number of floors. The building density describes the 2D distribution characteristics
of buildings, and the average number of floors describes the third dimension of buildings, namely
the height. Together, these three parameters are convenient for use in urban planning and land
management applications.

Equation (6) indicates that when a pixel is used as the smallest unit of a building, the floor area
ratio of a region can be produced by two independent parameters (i.e., the building density and
the average number of floors of the region). The two parameters are obtained from the scale of the
whole region by using Equation (6) to realize the conversion from the pixel scale to the region scale.
Through this type of transformation, it is not necessary to perform the calculation for each building
at the time of calculating the floor area ratio of a region; rather, the entire region can be considered
in one step. This significantly decreases the calculation complexity and simplifies the calculation
process. Secondly, Equation (6) divides the floor area calculation into calculations of two independent
parameters. These two parameters have a clear physical meaning and can each be calculated in
independent ways. Thus, it is very convenient to integrate other non-remote sensing data to improve
the accuracy of the results obtained from remote sensing data. This is extremely helpful in controlling
the accuracy of the final floor area ratio calculation. For example, street-level view data can be used to
correct the average number of floors.

3.2. Calculation process

The proposed method employs pixels to calculate the floor area ratio. It is based on remote sensing
and internet map data and includes the following six steps (Figure 2):

(1) Generation of a normalized DSM (nDSM): An nDSM was computed as the difference between
DSM and DTM [32]. Thus, the ground object net height rather than the absolute elevation
was obtained.

(2) Non-building data are removed from the nDSM: In the nDSM, it is necessary to remove noise from
the elevation data of non-building targets, such as vegetation and vehicles. Vegetation is removed
using a normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) to isolate targets within a specified value
range. The elevation of these targets is then set to zero in the nDSM. After removing vegetation
targets, some noise remains at the edges of the vegetation zones. Other small targets on the
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surface, such as cars, can be regarded as noise. These two noise sources can be filtered using their
respective height and area characteristics. Noise from objects beneath a specific height or smaller
than a pixel area threshold are removed. The image of net building heights obtained in this way
is labeled nDSM_b.

(3) Calculate building density: Separately count the number of building pixels in the region (total
number of pixels in nDSM_b with non-zero height values) and the number of non-building pixels
in the region (total number of pixels in nDSM_b with height values equal to zero). Use Equation
(2) to calculate the building density.

(4) Calculate the average number of floors: To confirm the number of floors, it is necessary to confirm
the height of a single floor. This is approximated using a constant that represents the average
story height. This value is different for buildings of different types. Since building types cannot be
determined using a stereo pair, this study incorporated internet maps as a supplementary source
of information to confirm building types. It should be noted that internet maps show borderlines
between different land parcels. They also contain abundant information about specific places,
such as names and borders. Using these data, it is possible to determine the type and function of
the buildings in each land parcel. Then, individual floor heights can be confirmed by referencing
national construction code standards. Assuming that the height of the ith building pixel in a
neighborhood is Hi, and the floor height corresponding to the type of building at the ith pixel is
Ci, then the average number of floors (ANF) for the entire neighborhood is calculated using the
following equation:

ANF =
1
n

n∑
i=1

Hi
Ci

(7)

where n is the number of pixels occupied by all the buildings in the given neighborhood.
(5) Calculate the correction value for the number of floors in the neighborhood: In many circumstances,

the heights of the pixels in nDSM_b cannot be directly used to calculate the number of floors in
pixels occupied by buildings. For example, decorative or functional features added to building
rooftops cannot be included in the calculation for the number of floors. In these types of
circumstances, it is imperative to make corrections to the height or floor number. According
to Equation (6), it is possible to use the average number of floors in the buildings throughout
a neighborhood as a single unit in the calculation. The 360◦ photographs in street-level data
from internet maps are an excellent source of information on the actual floor numbers and
decorative structures of buildings. By using the street-level views from online maps, the buildings
in the given neighborhood can be inspected and the average number of floors can be counted
and corrected.

(6) Calculate the floor area ratio: Using Equation (6), the corrected average number of floors in
the neighborhood and the neighborhood building density can be multiplied to obtain the floor
area ratio.
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Figure 2. Calculation process (nDSM: normalized digital surface model that was computed as the
difference between digital surface model and digital terrain model; NDVI: normalized difference
vegetation index).

4. Results

According to the proposed method and calculation process, the image of net building heights
(nDSM_b) was produced based on the nDSM after removing the noise from the elevation data of
non-building targets. A 3-m height threshold was used to filter pixels with a height value lower than
3 m, then a 50-pixel area threshold (equivalent to 50 m2) was used continuously to filter the noise in
this step. Buildings with a height of more than 3 m and an area of more than 50 m2 were reserved
(Figure 3a).

According to the range of surveyed land, the study area was separated into 21 subdivisions
(Figure 1a,b). The borders between individual sub-neighborhoods within the study area were manually
extracted from the internet maps. The land use types within the study area included construction
land, roads, green spaces, and water bodies. The building types mainly included common residential
buildings, residential buildings combined with commercial lower levels, commercial/retail buildings,
education/sports/medical buildings, administrative office buildings, single-level buildings, factories,
and basic infrastructure buildings (Figure 3b). The floor heights for each of these types of building
were obtained from the National Building Code Standards [33] (Table 1).

The average numbers of floors of a neighborhood was calculated in two steps. First, the number
of floors per pixel was calculated. All pixels in each polygon of Figure 3b are of the same type, and the
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same value of Ci was used in Equation (7). Then, the average values of all the pixels in the neighborhood
were counted according to the boundary of the neighborhood. In theory, all the pixels belonging to the
same building should have the same number of floors. In practice, however, the nDSM_b value of the
pixels forming part of the same building may be slightly different, resulting in a different number of
floors. In order to reduce the error, the nDSM_b was firstly smoothed. Then, the number of floors of
each pixel is determined by the value 0.2 × C as a rounding step when it is saved.
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Figure 3. (a) Net building heights (nDSM_b) of the study area. (b) Building types and land use types
derived from the internet map.

Table 1. Building types and floor heights in the study area.

Building Type Height Per Story

Common residential 2.9 m
Residential with first-floor commercial First floor: 3.5 m; others: 2.9 m

Commercial retail 3.5 m
Education/sports/medical 3 m

Administrative offices 3 m
Single-story buildings 3–5 m

Factories and basic infrastructure
Buildings less than 8 m in height were calculated using a

single story; those taller than 8 m were calculated as
two-story buildings

Both the bottom and top parts of the buildings were considered when correcting the number of
floors. The bottom parts were examined using street-level views to determine whether the buildings
were built on steps (Figure 4a) or had semi-basements (Figure 4b). To consider the tops of buildings,
street-level views from internet maps were used to examine their facades (Figure 4c). DOMs were used
to examine the roofs to consider whether the building tops were flat (Figure 4d), had lofts (Figure 4e),
or had decorative or functional structures (Figure 4f). For high-rise buildings and buildings sheltered
by trees, additional correction information was obtained through field investigation. Next, the National
Building Code Standards (People’s Republic of China, Ministry of Construction, 2005) were referenced
to correct the number of floors (Table 2).

The correction value of the ANF of each neighborhood was calculated in accordance with the
following method:Assuming the correction value for each case in Table 2 is ∆Fi, the proportion of
these types of buildings in this neighborhood to all the buildings in the neighborhood is Ri, and the
correction value of the ANF of the neighborhood ∆F is

∆F =
n∑

i=1

∆Fi ×Ri (8)
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We referred to the street-level views and DOM data and combined these with the field survey
data in the experimentation area to estimate the correction values of the ANF for each neighborhood
(Table 5, column 4).
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Table 2. Study area building types and story height correction values.

Building type Correction values (∆Fi)

Built on stairs −0.1 to −0.5 levels

Semi-basement Buildings with more than 1 m below the surface of +0.5
levels; lower than 1 m below the surface of −0.2 levels

Flat roof 0
Flat roof with waterproofing layer −0.2 levels

Loft-style roof −0.5 levels
Roofs with decorative or functional structures Estimated based on coverage and height

After completing the preparation work described above, the building density, average number of
floors, and floor area ratio were calculated for each sub-neighborhood. Table 3 compares the calculated
results from each of the 21 sub-neighborhoods in the study area with the corresponding values from
the Planning Commission surveys. The relative differences are depicted. As shown in Figure 5,
construction work occurred in neighborhoods 7 and 16; thus, the survey data could not be used to
evaluate the accuracy of the calculations in those areas.

The results in Table 3 show that the calculation accuracy is similar for 16 neighborhoods. However,
neighborhoods 13, 14, and 15 are different: the accuracy in the average number of floors is very high,
and the relative error is less than 1% in most cases. The largest relative error is less than 3%. More errors
are apparent in the building density calculation. Most of the relative errors are generally between 10%
and 20%. The error in the floor area ratio calculation is similar to that of the building density calculation.
The relative error is generally between 10% and 20%. Clearly, the building density and floor area
ratio calculations resulted in larger values than those found by the Urban Planning Commission.
The relative errors are all positive. This might indicate a systematic error in the calculation.
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Table 3. Tiantongyuan floor area ratio calculation results and relative errors.

Neighborhood #
Calculated Value Planning Commission Value Relative Error

ANF BD FAR BD* FAR* ANF BD FAR ANF BD FAR BD* FAR*

1 13.6866 0.3340 4.5719 0.3006 4.1147 13.6610 0.2709 3.6989 0.19% 23.32% 23.60% 10.99% 11.24%
2 10.6716 0.2651 2.8289 0.2386 2.5460 10.7344 0.2254 2.4178 −0.59% 17.62% 17.00% 5.86% 5.30%
3 10.0839 0.2704 2.7267 0.2434 2.4540 10.1280 0.2245 2.2702 −0.44% 20.43% 20.11% 8.38% 8.10%
4 5.5470 0.3051 1.6925 0.2746 1.5233 5.5807 0.2634 1.4674 −0.60% 15.86% 15.34% 4.27% 3.81%
5 15.8856 0.2635 4.1862 0.2372 3.7676 15.8608 0.2276 3.6062 0.16% 15.76% 16.08% 4.19% 4.47%
6 5.1815 0.2781 1.4408 0.2503 1.2967 5.1105 0.2511 1.2788 1.39% 10.76% 12.67% −0.32% 1.40%
7 12.2357 0.1497 1.8322 0.1348 1.6490
8 9.2469 0.2374 2.1952 0.2137 1.9757 9.1047 0.2102 1.9052 1.56% 12.92% 15.22% 1.63% 3.70%
9 5.4207 0.3347 1.8144 0.3012 1.6329 5.3402 0.2865 1.5469 1.51% 16.83% 17.29% 5.15% 5.56%

10 7.0561 0.3708 2.6165 0.3337 2.3548 6.9286 0.3280 2.2887 1.84% 13.04% 14.32% 1.73% 2.89%
11 10.1302 0.2701 2.7359 0.2431 2.4623 10.0983 0.2371 2.3920 0.32% 13.90% 14.38% 2.51% 2.94%
12 10.1827 0.2494 2.5395 0.2245 2.2855 10.1348 0.2056 2.0840 0.47% 21.28% 21.86% 9.15% 9.67%
13 1.7463 0.1771 0.3092 0.1593 0.2783 2.3882 0.1075 0.2585 −26.88% 64.73% 19.60% 48.26% 7.64%
14 7.1842 0.3209 2.3056 0.2888 2.0751 8.8740 0.2430 1.9880 −19.04% 32.07% 15.98% 18.86% 4.38%
15 9.4830 0.3067 2.9086 0.2760 2.6177 8.0159 0.2881 2.3090 18.30% 6.48% 25.97% −4.17% 13.37%
16 5.4684 0.2118 1.1581 0.1906 1.0422
17 5.4647 0.2749 1.5020 0.2474 1.3518 5.4581 0.2511 1.3619 0.12% 9.47% 10.29% −1.47% −0.74%
18 10.0602 0.2633 2.6484 0.2369 2.3836 9.7941 0.2506 2.4385 2.72% 5.07% 8.61% −5.44% −2.25%
19 8.3110 0.2733 2.2714 0.2460 2.0443 8.1110 0.2490 2.0123 2.47% 9.76% 12.88% −1.21% 1.59%
20 6.0457 0.3100 1.8739 0.2790 1.6865 5.8932 0.2861 1.6782 2.59% 8.33% 11.66% −2.50% 0.49%
21 7.4031 0.2846 2.1068 0.2561 1.8961 7.3134 0.2613 1.9076 1.23% 8.93% 10.45% −1.96% −0.60%

Notes: Relative error = (calculated value − survey value)/survey value × 100%. ANF: average number of floors; BD: building density; BD*: result is a 10% reduction based on the building
density obtained by calculation; FAR*: plot ratio recalculated by using BD*.
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5. Discussion

Table 3 shows that the error of the average number of floors and the building density values in
calculations from adjacent neighborhoods 13, 14, and 15 are abnormally high. Figure 6 shows the DOM
of neighborhood 13 with the surveyed building plots superimposed on it. The figure shows that some
buildings were not surveyed, which caused the surveyed building density of the neighborhood to be
lower than the actual value. Consequently, the building density calculated using remote sensing data
was greater than the survey value. Additionally, the buildings that were excluded from the survey are
all relatively low-height buildings for the neighborhood, which caused the average number of floors in
the survey data to be greater than the actual value. Therefore, the average number of floors calculated
using remote sensing is lower than the survey value.

As shown in Figure 7, the DOM for neighborhood 14 is overlaid with surveyed building plots
and, compared with nDSM (marked by red lines), it is evident that a building with roof vegetation
was excluded from the survey. The building occupies a large plot of land and is not very tall. As in
neighborhood 13, this caused the calculated building density to be higher than the survey value, and the
calculated average number of floors was thus lower than the surveyed value. Moreover, fewer buildings
were excluded from neighborhood 14 than from neighborhood 13. Therefore, the errors in the building
density and average number of floors were smaller in neighborhood 14 than in neighborhood 13.

Neighborhood 15 also showed that the calculated building density error was not large. However,
the errors in the average number of floors was high. No building was excluded from the survey data;
nevertheless, some buildings had incorrect data for the number of floors. Figure 8 displays a 3D
building model rendering of the nDSM from neighborhood 15. The figure shows that buildings A and
B are both 10-story buildings. However, in the survey, building B was mistakenly listed as a two-story
building (the red numbers in the figure are the ratio of the actual number of floors to the number of
floors in the survey, 10/2). In the same way, buildings C, D, E, F, G, and H were all six-story buildings;
however, buildings C, D, and E were incorrectly listed as four-story buildings in the survey. Clearly,
the number of floors in the survey was lower than the actual value. Therefore, the average number of
floors in the remote sensing calculation was larger than the survey value.
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Figure 7. DOM of neighborhood 14 (left) and nDSM of neighborhood 14 overlaid with external
polygons of buildings (right). A building (marked by red arrow) with roof vegetation was excluded
from the survey.

For other neighborhoods, the error in the average number of floors was very small; nonetheless,
the building density error was rather large, and there appeared to be strong systematic error
characteristics. The error source in the building density calculation was investigated by selecting
typical buildings in the study area. In Figure 9, the survey data building plots are compared with
nDSM building models. The figure shows that the nDSM building model cannot retain empty spaces
or fine indentions within building outlines. Additionally, the building footprints from nDSM models
were larger than the building footprints used in the surveys. Thus, the building density calculated
using remote sensing data was greater than the actual value. This error was caused by the point
diffusion effect of the remote sensing imaging sensor, which manifests as edge blurring in remote
sensing images. This issue is inherent in the formation of images using remote sensing technology,
and makes building footprints appear larger than they actually are.
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Figure 8. 3D building model rendering of nDSM from neighborhood 15. An incorrect number of floors
is given for buildings B, C, D, and E.

To some extent, it is possible to correct for this systematic error. To quantify this type of error,
we sampled some typical buildings and calculated the relative error between their external polygons
(blue shapes in Figure 9) and their survey data plots (red polygons in Figure 9). Because the building
shapes in the study area were quite uniform, we only selected 15 samples for a preliminary calculation.
Table 4 shows the results of the calculations. It is evident that the relative error in building footprint
calculations for buildings with complex outlines is approximately 10%. This error can be considered as
part of the systematic error in calculating the building density based on remote sensing data. It should
be possible to subtract it from the results.

As shown in Table 3, the post-correction error contains a very large systematic error that decreases
in both the building density and floor area ratio. The error of most neighborhoods is less than 10%.
BD* in the table denotes the results after subtracting 10% from the final calculated building density,
and FAR* is the floor area ratio recalculated using BD*. Figure 10 shows the surveyed floor area ratios
and floor area ratios calculated before and after systematic error correction. The figure clearly shows
that the corrected floor area ratios are much closer to the surveyed floor area ratios.
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Table 4. Relative error between the area of building plots from survey data and that of their
external polygons.

Sample ID Area of Building Plot Area of External Polygon Relative Error

1 2089.784 2306.530 10.37%
2 1016.870 1116.320 9.78%
3 1104.025 1279.040 15.85%
4 966.741 1153.600 19.33%
5 966.748 1167.240 20.74%
6 2751.052 3044.340 10.66%
8 1011.639 1182.210 16.86%
9 1618.220 1829.690 13.07%

10 2370.102 2715.080 14.56%
11 1260.535 1369.950 8.68%
12 1057.238 1119.810 5.92%
13 1056.009 1113.850 5.48%
14 1125.124 1210.800 7.61%
15 1124.223 1232.330 9.62%

Average relative error 12.04%
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Figure 10. Floor area ratios from survey data (FAR_true) before systematic error correction (FAR_cal)
and after systematic error correction (FAR_CaL*) versus the average number of floors (ANF) in
the neighborhood.

In order to illustrate the benefits of the introduction of internet data to improve the results,
the ANF of each neighborhood was calculated without internet data. Table 5 gives the ANF values
calculated in three cases and the relative errors of the true values, where ANF2.9 is the ANF value
calculated from all the buildings with a fixed floor height of 2.9 m, and ANF-Ci is the ANF value
calculated using the floor heights in Table 1. ANF-Ci-d is the result of the ANF-Ci correction (ANF-Ci-d
= ANF-Ci +∆F). The results in the table indicate that most of the relative errors of ANF2.9 and ANF-Ci
(Table 5, Column 6) are less than 3%, whereas the relative errors of neighborhood 13, 14, 15, 16 reach
5%~10%. By comparing the building-type distribution map (Figure 3b) it is not difficult to find that
a large number of buildings are under construction in neighborhood 13, whereas neighborhoods 14,
15, 16 have more commercial buildings than other neighborhoods. This shows that the greater the
difference between buildings, the greater the impact on the result of the floor area ratio. In addition,
comparing the errors of ANF and FAR for the different cases, it can be seen that the correction of ANF
can significantly improve the accuracy of the results of ANF and FAR by 5%~10%. The relative errors
of neighborhoods 13 and 16 are not calculated according to the previous discussion.
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Table 5. Results of ANF and their relative errors under three conditions.

Neighborhood #
Calculated Value Relative Error

ANF2.9 ANF-Ci ∆F ANF-Ci-d ANF2.9/ANF-Ci ANF-Ci/ANF-T ANF-Ci-d/ANF-T FAR- ANF-Ci FAR- ANF-Ci-d

1 14.4265 14.1866 −0.5 13.6866 1.69% 3.85% 0.19% 28.10% 23.60%
2 11.491 11.2016 −0.53 10.6716 2.58% 4.35% −0.59% 22.82% 17.00%
3 10.7897 10.7839 −0.7 10.0839 0.05% 6.48% −0.44% 28.45% 20.11%
4 6.2132 6.172 −0.625 5.547 0.67% 10.60% −0.60% 28.33% 15.34%
5 16.7159 16.6006 −0.715 15.8856 0.69% 4.66% 0.16% 21.30% 16.08%
6 5.463 5.3815 −0.2 5.1815 1.52% 5.30% 1.39% 17.03% 12.67%
7 12.4973 12.2357 12.2357 2.14%
8 9.7737 9.7169 −0.47 9.2469 0.58% 6.72% 1.56% 21.08% 15.22%
9 6.0644 5.9707 −0.55 5.4207 1.57% 11.81% 1.51% 29.19% 17.29%

10 7.5545 7.5461 −0.49 7.0561 0.11% 8.91% 1.84% 22.26% 14.32%
11 10.6393 10.5752 −0.445 10.1302 0.61% 4.72% 0.32% 19.41% 14.38%
12 10.6982 10.6377 −0.455 10.1827 0.57% 4.96% 0.47% 27.31% 21.86%
13 2.0035 1.8213 −0.075 1.7463 10.00%
14 7.9934 7.6192 −0.435 7.1842 4.91%
15 10.7524 10.083 −0.6 9.483 6.64%
16 5.8026 5.4684 5.4684 6.11%
17 5.8098 5.6647 −0.2 5.4647 2.56% 3.79% 0.12% 14.34% 10.29%
18 10.6888 10.4592 −0.399 10.0602 2.20% 6.79% 2.72% 12.93% 8.61%
19 8.9588 8.856 −0.545 8.311 1.16% 9.19% 2.47% 20.28% 12.88%
20 6.6496 6.5957 −0.55 6.0457 0.82% 11.92% 2.59% 21.84% 11.66%
21 8.072 8.0281 −0.625 7.4031 0.55% 9.77% 1.23% 19.77% 10.45%
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The above analysis shows that the floor area ratios calculated by combining remote sensing data
with internet map data were quite reliable. After correction, the floor area ratio calculations were
likewise quite accurate. Most of the error in floor area ratio calculations are Less than 10% n the
21 neighborhoods compared with the survey data. Large errors in the data on the number of floors
were discovered using internet maps. The proposed method improved the floor number data in two
steps. First, information from internet maps was used to determine building usage and building types.
This was useful in confirming the story heights of the different buildings. Second, using street-level
views and DOMs, height correction values could be confirmed. These two steps were essential in
determining the final number of floors in the buildings. Reliable floor area ratio results should be
conducive to understanding the architecture and population of a specific area by planers. For example,
in our study, high floor area ratios in neighborhood 1 and 5 of the study area are easy to correspond
to higher population pressures and lower living comfort. The planers should consider more living
facilities such as fitness venues and children’s activity areas to improve the living comfort.

The processes and results of the floor area ratio calculations from the 21 Tiantongyuan
neighborhoods show that the pixel-based method of calculating floor area ratios described in this paper
has more advantages than the traditional methods. Firstly, the proposed method eliminates the difficult
process of calculating floor area ratios for individual buildings. Instead, it simultaneously calculates
building densities and the average number of floors over entire neighborhoods. This simplified process
is very convenient for program automation. In addition, the proposed method divides the floor area
calculation into calculations of two parameters, which are independent of each other and have a clear
physical meaning. This enables the use of other sources of information (such as public map data) to
correct calculation parameters and guarantee the accuracy of the final calculation.

Although the proposed method simplified the calculation processes and improved the accuracy
of floor area ratio calculations, some drawbacks cannot be ignored and should be given attention in
further studies. In our study, the buildings in the experimentation area were relatively single, and most
of them were not affected by vegetation. Therefore, the NDVI could be used for vegetation removal,
and the height and area thresholds could be used to reduce building noise. However, in other complex
areas it might not be possible to use this simple method to obtain good results. Again, the use of
internet data is a method that requires significant manual processing; thus, to a certain extent, the use
of these data reduces computational efficiency. The experimental results of this study furthermore
show that the most significant error source when using remote sensing to calculate floor area ratios is
extracting building footprints. This type of error is inherent in the formation of remote sensing images
and also relates to the shapes of the building footprints. Therefore, controlling errors in building
footprint calculations will be emphasized in our future studies on the use of remote sensing technology
to calculate floor area ratios. From the perspective of the accurate extraction of building footprints,
a higher resolution stereo pair imagery might be tested in further studies.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a pixel-based method that defines a quantitative relationship among
floor area ratio (FAR), building density (BD), and average number of floors (ANF). The method
avoids the need to identify and extract floor area ratios for individual buildings. On the contrary,
entire neighborhoods are simultaneously considered. This simplified process is very convenient for
program automation. The experiments verified that the proposed concept and method greatly simplify
the complexity of the calculations. The combination of remote sensing data and internet map data was
applied to calculate urban floor area ratios based on the proposed method. The results showed that
most of the calculated FAR had high accuracy and the relative errors were less than 5% compared with
the survey data. It was found that extracted building density had a systematic error of approximately
10%. Internet map data and street-level views were used to confirm building types and the number of
floors with the correct average number of floors. The correction of ANF can significantly improve the
accuracy of the results of ANF and FAR by 5%-10%. Experimental trials showed that Internet map
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data and remote sensing data can supplement each other very well. This combination of technologies
is expected to be useful to other fields of study. Supplemental information from additional sources,
such as internet maps, can be readily used to correct calculation parameters.
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